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2019 was an exceptional year for financial markets 

The past year has been an exceptional vintage for 

financial markets with strong performances observed 

across all asset classes. Recession fears and concerns 

over a hawkish Federal Reserve, which had triggered 

a severe market correction during the last quarter of 

2018, were dispelled from the onset of 2019, leading to a 

significant rally of the equity and bond markets. 

A dramatic turnaround by the US central bank, optimism 

over a US-China trade deal and the unwinding of 

pessimism about the economy were the main drivers 

for outstanding equity gains. The trough of the equity 

correction at the very end of 2018 meant that there 

was more room for a catch-up rebound in 2019. 

Accommodative central banks across the world and 

low inflation pressures also contributed to well above-

average returns for bond and credit markets whereas 

fluctuations in the currency markets were generally 

modest, in particular for the major crosses.  

Central banks to the rescue again       

More than half of the central banks are now in easing 

mode, the biggest proportion observed since the 

financial crisis, and close to two-thirds of all central 

banks cut interest rates during the third-quarter of 2019. 

The dramatic reversal of the Federal Reserve’s monetary 

policy was one of the main triggers for last year’s rally 

of financial assets. From a starting point where the US 

central bank was planning for two rate hikes in 2019, 

the end result was three quarter-point rate cuts and the 

premature ending of the contraction of its balance sheet; 

in fact, the Fed’s balance sheet has even been expanding 

again since September. The European Central Bank also 

added additional monetary support despite its limited 

room for manoeuvre. In September, the bank decided to 

cut rates by 0.1% to - 0.5%, to restart QE (€20 billion per 

month) and to introduce other supportive measures.       

The outlook for the global economy appears a little 

brighter 

The slowdown of growth observed in 2019 had been 

fully expected. The economic outlook, however, looks 

more promising now. A decline of trade tensions should 

finally result in the signing of a limited deal between 

the US and China. Recent economic data has also 

started to show some signs of an improvement for the 

manufacturing sector and solid labour markets should 

continue to support consumer spending. The risk of a 

recession has also decreased, so the combination of all 

these factors could result into a positive surprise for the 

economy in 2020.     

Current market conditions are supportive for risky 

assets  

We believe that financial markets should get off to a 

positive start in 2020 and we have recently boosted 

our allocation to equities. Investors are more likely 

to continue increasing their allocation towards risky 

assets in view of the less attractive alternatives. One 

must nevertheless keep in mind that the starting point 

for investments’ returns is much less promising than a 

year ago, when the valuations of equities and high yield 

debt instruments had collapsed. This means that the 

prices of assets are more vulnerable to disappointments 

as monetary and fiscal policies have already brought 

forward a substantial amount of future growth and 

returns.        

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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2019: REVIEW OF OUR INVESTMENT THEMES

The past year was an exceptional vintage for investors  

At the onset of 2019, even the most optimistic investors 

were probably not anticipating such an outstanding 

year for financial assets. The severe market stress 

experienced in late 2018 virtually vanished from one day 

to the next with the transition to a new calendar year. 

With many equity markets posting performances above 

20% and bond markets benefiting from lower risk-free 

rates and tighter spreads, the value of portfolios has 

appreciated significantly. Our view that the de-rating of 

equity valuations had been excessive was vindicated, 

especially in the light of anaemic earnings’ growth, but 

valuations now appear to be stretched. Another feature 

of the past year was the absence of major market 

shocks as drawdowns were generally modest compared 

to historical measures. Currency markets were quiet 

and the major crosses evolved within tight ranges; 

our underweight US dollar exposure for non-USD 

denominated portfolios was not a big factor in the light 

of small yearly changes for the main parities.               

Our decision not to cut equities in late 2018 was 

vindicated by strong returns in 2019 

In December 2018, we had expressed a belief that the 

market’s recession fears were overdone and that it 

would be a mistake to cut the equity exposure at that 

time, especially in the view of very attractive valuations 

and excessive bearish sentiment. That explains why 

we started 2019 with a modest overweight allocation 

towards equities. This proved to be a key driver for 

the strong performance of portfolios as January was 

the best month of the year, with the MSCI World 

climbing by more than 7%. We had also opted to hold 

a well-diversified equity allocation and have observed 

significant contributions across the different regions 

and investment styles. The extended underperformance 

of value stocks compared to growth ones started to 

unwind during the second half of the year, enabling 

value funds to record good performances; we have 

also observed that many managers have been able to 

generate significant alpha despite the above-average 

returns of their respective benchmarks.                                  

The magnitude of the bond yields’ decline surprises 

markets again 

As has often been the case over the past decade, the 

behaviour of bond yields in 2019 was out of sync with 

expectations and proved to be a major contributor to 

the returns of portfolios. Our anticipation of a modest 

rise of yields was off the mark as the dramatic change 

of policy by the Federal Reserve and the easing of other 

central banks underpinned a steep decline of yields. This 

trend increased the appeal of other assets, in reason 

of their higher income or of the impact of lower yields 

on valuations. It appears that the much-discussed 

normalization of central banks’ monetary policies is 

an even bigger challenge than previously thought; this 

is reflected by the renewed expansion of the balance 

sheet of the Federal Reserve, due to the provision of 

liquidity in the repo markets, and by the restart of bond 

purchases by the ECB.                      
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Economic growth slows further amidst higher 

uncertainty

After slowing sharply in 2018, the pace of global growth 

continued to decelerate in 2019 as a result of weaker 

international trade, lacklustre investment and a downturn 

of global manufacturing. According to the International 

Monetary Fund, global growth is forecast at 3 percent 

for 2019, its lowest level since the financial crisis. A 

slowdown has been observed in the major economies, 

with rising trade and geopolitical tensions increasing 

the level of uncertainty and with many investment 

decisions being delayed because of low business 

confidence. On the brighter side, the service sector has 

been resilient and has supported employment growth; 

this has contributed to sustain consumption, the largest 

contributor to GDP.  

In the US, the waning effects of the previous year’s fiscal 

stimulus and lower manufacturing activity represented 

some of the headwinds faced by its economy whilst 

consumer spending and strong job markets were the 

brighter spots. From a US GDP growth rate of around 

3% in 2018, the pace of growth has dropped towards its 

longer term trend of 2-2.5%. Growth in the Euro Area 

has also slowed significantly, from 1.8% in 2018 to around 

1.2% in 2019. This slowdown reflects mainly a decline in 

exports, especially to China, Central Asia and the rest 

of Europe. Domestic demand has also softened, but to 

a lesser degree, as it remained supported by declining 

unemployment and real wage growth. As expected, 

the pace of Chinese growth has continued to decline, 

primarily reflecting weak trade flows and softening 

manufacturing activity. 

2019: ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

Central bank easing soars to a decade high  

More than half of the central banks are now in easing 

mode, the biggest proportion observed since the 

financial crisis. Close to two-thirds of all central banks 

cut interest rates during the third-quarter, as they 

responded to weakness in global manufacturing and to 

subdued inflation.

Share of central banks cutting rates (%)   

This trend for more accommodation was extended into Q4, 

when the Federal Reserve cut its rates to a range of 1.5% - 

1.75%. The dramatic reversal of the Federal Reserve’s monetary 

policy was one of the main triggers for last year’s rally of 

financial assets. From a starting point where the US central 

bank was planning for two rate hikes in 2019, the end result 

was three quarter-point rate cuts and the premature ending of 

the contraction of its balance sheet; in fact, the Fed’s balance 

sheet has even been expanding again since September, as 

a result of liquidity injection into the money markets due to 

serious stress in the repo market.     

Source: UBS, FT research - © FT
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The European Central Bank also added additional monetary 

support despite its limited room for manoeuvre. In 

September, the bank decided to cut rates by 0.1% to - 0.5%, 

to restart QE (€20 billion per month) and to introduce 

“tiering” for banks in order to limit the impact of negative 

rates on their profitability. The ECB will also offer banks new 

TLTROs (targeted long-term financing) with favourable 

terms. These measures were, to a large extent, imposed by 

Mario Draghi over the objections of the bank’s monetary 

policy committee; they also marked the end of his eight-

year tenure at the helm of the ECB as Christine Lagarde 

took over on November 1.     

The global trade of goods lost considerable momentum 

in 2019. Goods trade growth and new export orders fell 

to levels similar to those observed at the start of 2016. 

This deceleration has been broad-based and the share of 

countries with industrial production in technical recession 

has tripled since the start of 2018 to a level of nearly 25 

percent. The World Bank is forecasting that global trade 

growth will have declined from 4.1 percent in 2018 to 2.6 

percent in 2019, with weakness concentrated in heavily 

traded capital goods, including electronic components 

such as semiconductors.

At the time of writing, Donald Trump has just tweeted that 

the US and China are getting “very close” to a “big deal”. 

We have lost count of how many times Trump and other 

White House officials have articulated similar remarks and 

how often investors’ hopes for a trade deal have been 

disappointed. From a stance where the US wanted Chinese 

commitments on an extensive number of issues, on top 

of trade, ongoing negotiations have been restricted to a 

much more limited scope. Even if a “phase one” trade deal 

were to be signed eventually, the tensions between both 

countries are likely to last for an extended period of time 

due to strategic divergences on many fronts. 

The threat or imposition of tariffs by the White House 

administration has not been limited to Chinese goods. 

Certain sectors, such as the European automotive industry, 

remain very concerned about this potential risk. This 

means that trade frictions will be persistent and remain 

at the forefront of investors’ preoccupations even if they 

have gradually become more accustomed to this risk. The 

most obvious effects of these trade tensions have been the 

delay of investment decisions and the slowdown of global 

trade, with the European Union being hit the hardest in 

reason of the openness of its economies and also as a 

result of Brexit uncertainty.

The endless uncertainty around trade

The DHL Global Trade Barometer

Source: Bloomberg L.P.
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CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions we can draw from last year’s 

economic and political developments are that the 

global economy is in a more precarious state, despite 

signs of a stabilisation recently, and that central bank 

support can only go so far. Investors will be hoping that 

the recent de-escalation of trade tensions will help to 

improve business confidence and lead to a rebound of 

international trade and manufacturing activity. Political 

risks will continue to weigh on markets, with the 2020 

US election likely to dominate the headlines and to 

represent a source of higher volatility.            

Lower trade tensions would be most helpful for the 

economy  

During the past year, the US economy has decelerated 

towards its longer-term potential but the strength of 

labour markets, the resilience of household spending 

and easing financial conditions should protect it against 

recession risks; the removal of the threat of additional 

tariffs would also weaken another potential headwind. 

Europe is looking for a rebound of its economy, 

especially if a “phase one” trade deal between the US 

and China were to be signed as this would likely boost 

Eurozone exports. Finally, emerging markets should also 

benefit from lower trade tensions due to their sensitivity 

to trade and to supply-chains.      

Stability and visibility from supportive central banks          

In contrast to a year ago, markets and the Federal 

Reserve appear to be thinking along the same lines 

and a status quo of US monetary policy is currently 

discounted from both sides. The European Central Bank 

has added more monetary support recently but it is 

running out of options and not expected to announce 

any major adjustments in the year ahead. Most other 

central banks remain in accommodative mode, especially 

those of emerging markets, and are unlikely to change 

course during 2020.             

Political risks amongst the main market risks  

Impeachment proceedings and Presidential elections 

in the US, unpopular pension reforms in France, deep 

unrest in Hong Kong, mistrust across Latin America…

the list of political risks is endless and likely to be 

persistent throughout 2020. All this is taking place in an 

environment of tense international relationships and of 

growing protectionism. This could increase the impact 

of political issues on markets and investors will need to 

be prepared to make tactical decisions to limit harmful 

consequences.    

The influence of politics on the prices of financial assets   

Politics continue to be a significant factor for capital 

markets and 2019 has provided numerous examples. 

The developments relative to Brexit have been the main 

driver for sterling, by far; the decreasing risks of a hard 

Brexit and the overwhelming victory of Boris Johnson 

in the December general elections have propelled the 

pound from $1.20 in August to $1.34 at the time of 

writing. The behaviour of Italian yields last year was also 

closely linked to political events, with the formation of a 

new coalition government contributing to a drop 

of the 10-year BTP yield from a year-high of 2.96% to 

a low of 0.81% in early September. Emerging markets 

also experienced severe political tensions in 2019, 

including a number of Latin American countries, whilst 

the meaningful underperformance of the Hong-Kong 

equity market was the consequence of long-lasting and, 

at times, violent anti-government protests. 2020 will not 

be immune from political risks, with the upcoming US 

presidential election likely to generate additional market 

volatility.            
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EQUITIES 

The strong performance of global equity markets in 

2019 was essentially the result of a significant re-rating 

of their valuations, in the light of flat earnings’ growth; 

the forward price-to-earnings ratio of global equities 

effectively rose from a low of 13.3x in January to 

around 18x in December, a level that can be considered 

elevated. Investors were comforted by the actions of 

central banks and took the view that the negotiations 

between the US and China would eventually produce a 

trade deal, even if only a partial one; if trade headlines 

and Donald Trump’s tweets did cause some volatility at 

times, markets have got more accustomed to this type 

of “noise”. The significant decline of bond yields was 

another contributor to higher equity prices in reason 

of relatively attractive dividend yields and because of 

higher discounted cash flows’ valuations.         

2019 performance 

The past year has been an exceptional vintage for 

financial markets with strong performances observed 

across all asset classes. Recession fears and concerns 

over a hawkish Federal Reserve, which had triggered 

a severe market correction during the last quarter of 

2018, were dispelled from the onset of 2019. A dramatic 

U-turn by the US central bank, optimism over a US-

China trade deal and the unwinding of pessimism about 

the economy were the main drivers for outstanding 

equity gains. Accommodative central banks across the 

world and low inflation pressures also contributed to 

well above-average returns for bond markets whereas 

currency fluctuations were generally modest, in 

particular for the major crosses.                                                                 

2019: THE FINANCIAL MARKETS

     End 2018 End 2019 2019 performance

EQUITIES

S&P 500   2506.9 3230.8 + 28.9%

Euro Stoxx 50   3001.4 3745.2 + 24.8%

MSCI EM   965.8 1114.7 + 15,4%

YIELDS      

UST 10-year   2.68% 1.92% - 76bps 

Bund 10-year   0.24% - 0.19% - 43bps

BBB EU   1.89% 0.97% - 92bps

CURRENCIES      

EUR/USD   1.147 1.121 - 2.3%

USD/CHF   0.982 0.967 - 1.5%

GBP/USD   1.275 1.326 + 4.0%

USD/JPY   109,7 108.6 - 1.0%

EUR/CHF   1.126 1.086 - 3.6%

COMMODITIES      

CRB Index   169.8 185.8 + 9.4%

Oil, WTI   $ 45.4 $ 61.1 + 34.6%

Gold   $ 1282 $ 1517 + 18.3%
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MSCI World Local  

Global equity markets got off to a flying start in 2019 

following the 18% drawdown observed at the end of last 

year. By the end of April, the rise of equities had been 

relentless as they had already recovered their 2018 peak 

levels. Under the pressure of markets, and maybe also of 

the Trump administration, the Federal Reserve executed 

a spectacular U-turn in January when it opened up to the 

possibility of cutting interest rates from a previous stance 

where two rate rises were expected in 2019. The ensuing 

deliverance of three rate cuts combined with cuts by a 

number of central banks across the world proved to be 

a decisive factor underpinning the strong performance 

of equities. Until the end of summer, the growth style 

outperformed value significantly; thereafter, value stocks 

started to do better. Their discount to growth stocks had 

reached record levels and the rebound of bond yields also 

contributed to their improving performance, as did early 

signs of a recovery of economic data.                  

S&P 500 – MSCI Emerging Markets – Euro Stoxx 50

As shown in the chart above, the equities of developed 

markets outperformed those of emerging markets even 

if Chinese ones did perform strongly in the wake of a 

disastrous 2018. The depreciation of some EM currencies 

versus the dollar, the decline of global trade and acute 

political tensions were amongst the main reasons for 

the underperformance of emerging markets. In terms of 

sectors, technology stocks produced the best returns 

whereas the energy sector and European banks lagged 

significantly.               

Source: Bloomberg LP
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COMMODITIES 

CRB Index & WTI oil   

The performance of global commodity indices was 

positive in 2019 as crude oil rebounded, demand for gold 

increased and iron ore prices rose. Commodity prices got 

off to a strong start as recession concerns gave way to 

optimism over trade and central bank support. As always, 

the performances of the different commodities were not 

homogeneous and were often a result of supply. Iron ore, 

for example, experienced a severe supply squeeze coupled 

with robust demand; the collapse of a dam in 

Brazil disrupted iron-ore production, leading to a global 

shortage.

The price of oil also fared well as production cuts by 

OPEC and non-OPEC countries tightened global supplies. 

The price of oil peaked in April already but concerns 

over oil demand growth had a negative impact on prices 

thereafter. In early December, OPEC and non-OPEC 

countries agreed to an additional production cut of 

500’000 barrels per day in order to support prices. 

Source: Bloomberg LP
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Gold

The gold market has had a strong year with prices rising 

by 21% at one stage as they reached a multi-year high of 

$1’550 per ounce. The appeal of gold only increased, in a 

context of trade uncertainty, slower economic growth 

and declining bond yields. Central bank demand was 

another supporting factor, with significant purchases 

being led by China, Russia and Turkey.              

Source: Bloomberg LP
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The chart shows the highly correlated behaviour of 

Treasuries and Bunds during 2019 as well as the gradual 

tightening of their spread due to a higher degree of 

intervention by the American central bank. Unlike the 

Federal Reserve, the European Central Bank has largely 

been unable to start normalizing its monetary policy, 

leaving it with little leeway to make major adjustments 

to its policy. In September, nevertheless, Mario Draghi 

imposed a rate cut of 0.1% to -0.5% and a relaunch of its 

bond-buying programme (€20 billion per month).               

10-year U.S. and German government bond yields and spread

Source: Bloomberg LP
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Emerging Market Debt and U.S. High Yield spreads

As to be expected in a context of risk aversion 

unwinding and declining bond yields, a significant 

tightening of credit and emerging market debt spreads 

was observed throughout the past year. The demand 

for assets offering some income and increasingly 

accommodative central banks boosted the appeal of 

corporate bonds and emerging market debt.          

Source: Bloomberg LP
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DEBT INSTRUMENTS 

The steep decline of bond yields until August was 

spectacular and totally unexpected. In stark contrast to 

early-year consensus expectations, the 10-year Treasury 

and Bund yields plunged from 2.68% and 0.24% to 1.46% 

and - 0.72% respectively in early August. The main reason 

for this trend was the decision of the Federal Reserve 

to radically change the course of its monetary policy; 

it reversed some of its interest rate hikes and ended 

the unwinding of its balance sheet prematurely. The 

slowdown of economic growth, the absence of inflation 

pressures and numerous rate cuts from other central 

banks were other supporting factors of lower yields. From 

August onwards, yields rebounded as they had overshot 

and as investors reduced their exposures towards the 

more defensive assets. 
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The chart shows that the dollar index has appreciated 

by only 0.2% and evolved within a 4.5% peak-to-trough 

range, less than half the width of the range observed in 

2018. The euro ended the year with a 2.3% decline versus 

the US dollar, despite the Fed cutting rates three times; 

this reflects the fact that the GDP growth differential 

mattered more than interest rate differentials           

CURRENCIES 

The past year has been a relatively quiet one for the currency 

markets with FX volatility falling to all-time record lows. The 

appreciation of the US dollar, already observed throughout 

2018, was extended but at a slower pace in the wake of a 

much more dovish Federal Reserve. The yearly changes of 

the major crosses have been very contained and the outlier 

has been Sterling on the back of political developments 

having reduced the risks of a hard Brexit. With some 

exceptions, the currencies of emerging markets depreciated 

against the US dollar; the Argentine peso continued to be 

hurt by political turmoil as was the case for other Latin 

American currencies, while trade orientated countries, such 

as South Korea, also saw weakness of their currencies. 

Despite a strong year for risky assets, safe haven currencies 

such as the Swiss franc and the Japanese yen proved to be 

extremely resilient.                        

HEDGE FUNDS 

Following a tough 2018, which resulted in hedge fund 

industry assets declining for the first time in ten years, 

the hedge fund industry has bounced back both in terms 

of performance and flows. Overall outflows continued in 

the first half of 2019 but the pace has since decreased 

significantly in an environment of improving performance. 

All the primary strategies have managed to produce 

positive returns and, unsurprisingly, strategies with higher 

market exposure (beta) have performed better. The Equity 

Long/Short strategy has delivered the highest returns and 

the Commodity Trading Advisor (CTA) strategy has also 

performed well, thanks to strong and persistent trends 

prevailing across the different asset classes. 

According to Hedge Fund Research, the number of hedge 

fund liquidations continues to surpass new launches. The 

second quarter of 2019 marked the fourth consecutive 

quarter of this trend, with a total of 788 liquidations 

compared to 544 new launches. Big-name hedge funds 

deciding to return money to investors included names such 

as Moore Capital, Stone Milliner and Highbridge Multi-

Strategy. 

Source: Bloomberg LP
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Debt instruments’ market performance in 2019 (USD)

 World Government Bond Index  + 7.1% 

 US Credit AAA  + 10.2% 

 US Credit BBB/BB  + 16.9% 

 Global Emerging Market Sovereign  + 14.8% 

 US High Yield  + 14.1% 
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HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index

Source: Bloomberg LP
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 HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index  + 8.7% 

 HFRX RV FI Convertible Arbitrage Index  + 5.5% 

 HFRX Multi-Emerging Markets Index  + 7.4%* 

 HFRX RV FI Corporate Index  + 8.2%* 

 HFRX Equity Hedge Index  + 10.7%

 HFRX Macro Multi-Strategy Index  + 9.4%* 

 HFRX Event Driven Index  + 10.0% 

 HFRX Equity Hedge Short Bias Index  - 19.3%* 

 HFRX Macro Systematic Diversified CTA Index  + 6.7% 

 

Hedge Fund strategies’ performances in 2019 (*end November)
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Leading indicators: Purchasing Manager Indexes   

The chart above shows the extent of the decline of global 

manufacturing activity observed during the last two 

years. The different Purchasing Managers Indexes also 

show that no region has been spared, even if the more 

recent data has been a little more encouraging. 

Non-manufacturing PMIs have also been trending 

lower but services activity has proved to be relatively 

resilient and readings have not dropped below 50, a level 

indicative of an expansion.    

Source: Bloomberg LP
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2020: ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

Global growth could be bottoming out    

As fully expected, global economic growth decelerated 

in 2019, but it might now be in a bottoming-out phase 

with the potential to regain some speed in the year 

ahead. Looking out into 2020, the US economy could 

slow a little more for its growth to stabilize around its 

longer-term potential; it is difficult to anticipate much 

additional improvement from the labour markets, with 

unemployment at record lows, and its economic cycle 

is at a very mature stage. The Eurozone has been badly 

affected by the weakness of international trade; however, 

the world economy might have touched “peak tariffs” 

in the dispute between Washington and Beijing and, if 

confirmed, this could bring some relief to the Eurozone 

export sector. The result of the December UK general 

elections should also bring some clarity on the United 

Kingdom’s future relationship with the European Union. 

This does not preclude all risks of a hard Brexit, however, 

as the new government’s ambitious plans to agree on 

a trade deal with the EU by the end of 2020 could still 

create a “cliff-edge” Brexit. Finally, the ongoing managed 

slowdown of the Chinese economy would also benefit 

from an improvement of the country’s trade relationship 

with the US. This should in turn have a positive knock-on 

effect on other countries whose economies are closely 

linked to China and who play an important role in global 

supply-chains.     

For 2020, the IMF sees global growth rebounding by 

0.2% to 3.4% whilst the OECD forecasts it to remain 

flat at 2.9%. From a regional perspective, U.S. growth 

is expected to decline to around 2.1%, growth in China 

should slide towards 5.8% while Eurozone growth could 

pick up a little to 1.4%; the main IMF upgrades concern 

Latin America (+ 1.6% to 1.8% in 2020), the Middle East    

(+ 2% to 2.9%) as well as India (+ 0.9% to 7%).      
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Recession risks have decreased     

Concerns over recession risks have been subsiding and 

most economists agree that a recession is unlikely to take 

place in 2020. The recent US-China announcements on 

trade and the post-election clarity on Brexit should provide 

a better framework for investments which have been 

postponed for a number of years. The slowdown of global 

trade growth has been pronounced in 2019, from 4.1% to 

2.6% and, as the weakness in manufacturing 

abates, it should stabilize to around 3.2%, according to 

the World Bank. Monetary policy has been eased by 67 

central banks in 2019 and the delayed impact on growth 

is likely to become more evident in the year ahead. Finally, 

job markets are not yet showing signs of weakness and 

should continue to support consumption. The combination 

of all these factors should contribute to an extension of the 

economic cycle and limit the risk of a recession in 2020.  

Inflation expectations remain low

Inflation has remained below the targets of the main 

central banks, in the Eurozone in particular, and inflation 

expectations have gradually declined throughout 2019. 

The failure of central banks to reach their stated inflation 

targets for a long period of time should mean that they will 

be very reluctant to raise interest rates in the medium term. 

Several major central banks are reviewing their framework 

and they could even tolerate a level of inflation beyond 

their objective in order to anchor inflation expectations 

around 2%.  

The chart illustrates the ongoing low levels of inflation 

observed across the main economies, with the exception 

of China; a doubling of pork prices, amid an outbreak of 

the deadly African swine fever, sent Chinese inflation to 

its highest level in more than 11 years. However, prices of 

nonfood items and factory-gate prices continued to show 

signs of softness, reflecting weakening demand. In the US, 

the Fed’s preferred measure of inflation has not hit its 2% 

target all year and has not done so on a sustained basis 

since before the 2007-08 financial crisis. Some economists 

expect inflation to re-emerge in 2020, as wage pressures 

build amid low levels of unemployment, but it would need 

to rise significantly for the Federal Reserve to consider 

hiking rates. 

Source: Bloomberg LP
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Question marks over fiscal stimulus    

As central banks run out of ammunition to stimulate 

growth, there has been a lot of talk about the potential 

for fiscal stimulus to take over some of the burden from 

monetary policy, in the Eurozone in particular. Both 

Mario Draghi and Christine Lagarde have been calling 

for fiscal expansion but the chances for significant fiscal 

stimulus in the Eurozone in 2020 appear quite slim. 

Germany is the prime target for ECB officials seeking 

a fiscal boost, given its large current account surplus 

and its balanced budget; the country is, however, 

more likely to respect its constitution’s debt brake (a 

maximum structural deficit of 0.35% of GDP outside 

times of crisis) and to preserve its balanced budget 

(“Black Zero” policy). France and Italy have little room 

to spend and the shift by the Netherlands towards 

more spending, while significant for the country, will 

not make a big difference for the Euro area. In the US, 

the 2020 Presidential election means that bipartisan 

consensus on any major new initiative is illusory, so 

hopes for significant fiscal stimulus from some of the 

world’s largest economies must be considered low.                 

Conclusions  

The outlook for the global economy appears a little 

brighter. The de-escalation of trade tensions, a clear 

Brexit mandate for Boris Johnson, solid consumption, 

a stabilisation of manufacturing activity and supportive 

monetary policies should boost the chances of a 

modest rebound of global economic growth while the 

risk of a recession has decreased.  

The prospects of significant fiscal stimulus in the 

Eurozone and in the US appear to be limited, for a 

number of reasons, but China, India and the UK are 

more likely to be adopting some fiscal expansion 

measures. Global trade growth is expected to stabilize 

at a slightly higher level in the years ahead after the 

disappointing past year.         

Inflation is unlikely to represent a source of concern 

for the major central banks and interest rates in the 

Eurozone and in the US should remain on hold for an 

extended period. Emerging markets’ central banks still 

have room to ease their policies as does the People’s 

Bank of China once inflation driven by food prices will 

have peaked.  
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The environment is favourable for financial markets    

We believe that financial markets should get off to a 

positive start in 2020 in a context of declining trade and 

political uncertainties, supportive monetary policies and 

early signs of a rebound of economic growth. Investors 

are more likely to continue increasing their allocation 

towards risky assets in view of the limited alternatives. 

One must nevertheless keep in mind that the starting 

point for investments’ returns is much less promising 

than a year ago, when the valuations of equities and high 

yield debt instruments had collapsed. This means that the 

prices of assets are more vulnerable to disappointments 

as monetary and fiscal policies have brought forward a 

substantial amount of future growth and returns.            

Few surprises to be expected from the major central 

banks 

The easing of central banks’ monetary policies across 

the world was the main driver of the rally of financial 

assets in 2019. The major central banks have repeatedly 

reasserted that they expect to be sticking to their very 

accommodative stance through 2020 and the path of 

their policies is very unlikely to present any surprises 

for investors. Their room for manoeuvre has diminished, 

however, and they will be hoping that their measures will 

contribute to a rebound of economic growth, especially 

as the expectations for fiscal stimulus appear somewhat 

limited. Whereas the Federal Reserve still has the ability 

to provide additional support, the ECB now has a much 

smaller toolkit at its disposal.           

2020: FINANCIAL MARKETS’ OUTLOOK

DEBT INSTRUMENTS’ OUTLOOK 

The upside of sovereign yields should be limited 

Long-term interest rates remain unattractive in view of 

their valuations but they should remain supported by 

low inflation expectations, global overcapacity and loose 

monetary policy. Predicting the level of bond yields 

has proven to be a hazardous occupation over the past 

years, but we expect government bonds’ yields to rise 

only modestly, as central banks’ policies will keep the 

short-end of the yield curve under downward pressure. 

Credit to remain in demand  

In view of our positive stance at the onset of 2020, 

credit should do reasonably well and outperform 

government bonds due to investor demand for 

instruments offering some income. Returns of corporate 

bonds will be largely driven by carry in the year ahead 

in reason of the significant tightening of their spreads 

in the past year. Financial conditions have eased and 

the major central banks are expanding their balance 

sheets again. Corporate bonds will benefit from this 

environment even if credit spreads are tight, in historical 

terms, and if liquidity risks could suddenly flare up in a 

risk-off phase.     

Positive conditions for emerging market debt    

The conditions for an extension of a rally in emerging 

market debt appear to be in place. Declining trade war 

risks and improving investor sentiment should continue 

to drive demand for EM debt.  
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EQUITY OUTLOOK 

Equities should continue to benefit from a positive 

momentum    

We consider the prevailing environment to be favourable 

for equities as they should benefit from the removal of 

a number of uncertainties and the ongoing support of 

central banks’ loose monetary policies. Recession risks 

have also been declining and recent economic data 

has been pointing to a modest recovery. Furthermore, 

investors have treaded quite carefully over the past 

year and invested more into fixed-income assets than 

into equity ones, according to funds’ flow data; their 

allocations to cash have also remained elevated so the 

potential for a switch of a part of these defensive assets 

into equities is for real.                     

Valuations no longer offer support 

In the wake of an impressive rally of equity prices in 

2019 and of flat lining earnings, valuations have risen 

significantly, with some markets trading well above their 

long-term averages. Valuations are not a good indicator 

for timing the market but cheap valuations do offer 

some comfort in terms of downside risk and this is no 

longer the case. US and Swiss equities are expensive, 

European ones are fairly valued while Japanese and EM 

equities still trade at a discount and provide some catch-

up potential. This means that the growth of earnings will 

play a much larger role in the year ahead.      

Market headwinds can’t be ignored     

Our positive early-year perspectives for equities must 

not make us complacent as the favourable background 

for equity markets could easily be disturbed. US equities 

will have to contend with rising political uncertainty in 

the shape of presidential elections in November and 

the risk of downward pressure on profit margins due to 

rising labour costs. Political tensions across emerging 

markets will not disappear overnight whereas Europe 

could be the next target of Trump’s trade war. In 

addition, it is difficult to envisage negotiations between 

the EU and the UK on the terms of their future trade 

relationship to be smooth and short.                   

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS 

The selection of hedge funds is a real challenge

We have been disappointed by the returns produced by 

hedge funds in a UCITS structure. In view of the need 

to build resilient portfolios, hedge funds will continue 

to be a source of investment solutions, but maybe in a 

different format or with less favourable liquidity terms.           

Structured products  

In view of the challenge of finding investments that 

offer real diversification benefits for the portfolios, 

we will continue investing into a range of structured 

products. We will stick to our opportunistic approach 

as we continuously monitor market conditions in order 

to optimize the entry point for the different types of 

structures.         
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CURRENCY OUTLOOK 

FX volatility to stay low  

Our main scenario is for an extension of the low volatility 

observed in the currency markets last year. We expect 

the major currency pairs to continue trading within 

relatively tight ranges, primarily in reason of limited 

action from the main central banks. An improvement of 

the global economy and limited differences in growth 

between developed countries represent other stabilising 

factors. We also believe that the value of safe haven 

currencies, such as the Swiss franc and the yen, will hold 

up due to solid demand.               

The euro could edge a little higher      

If the prevailing optimism relative to the economy and 

to trade were to be confirmed by upcoming data and 

the signing of a trade deal, this could benefit the euro 

in view of the importance of the manufacturing sector 

in Europe compared to the US. The euro trades at low 

valuation levels compared to the dollar and stronger 

growth outside the US could also boost demand for 

non-US assets, including euro-denominated ones.      

EM FX to perform better    

The currencies of emerging markets offer upside 

potential in view of diminishing trade tensions, low 

valuations and a dovish Federal Reserve. An increase of 

demand for commodities in the context of an economic 

rebound is another supportive factor for the currencies 

of commodity-producing countries.                    

GOLD OUTLOOK 

Gold to remain in a consolidation phase in the short 

term    

Following a strong summer rally, the price of gold has 

been in a consolidation phase since early September and 

we expect this trend to continue in the short term. Later 

in the year, gold could benefit from a weaker dollar and 

real interest rates which are likely to remain capped due 

to the loose monetary policies; central banks will also 

continue to buy more gold as they look to diversify their 

reserves away from the US dollar.       

The diversification role of gold   

Notwithstanding the short-term prospects for gold 

prices, this should not detract from the fact that gold 

remains a safe haven asset and a hedge against the 

more extreme risks. Investors have been upgrading their 

allocation to gold and this trend appears sustainable, 

especially in the case of rising geopolitical and trade 

tensions.    
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2020: ASSET ALLOCATION 

CASH (5%) 

Our allocation to cash is neutral

The allocation to cash has been gradually reduced from 

being significantly overweight in the summer to being 

neutral currently. We have deployed some of the cash 

into emerging market corporate debt and into Small 

Cap equities; these moves reflect a tactical shift to boost 

the market beta of the portfolios amid an improving 

environment for risky assets.           

EQUITIES (48%)

The allocation into equities is back to being overweight

We have been boosting our exposure to equities as 

we seek to take advantage of the positive momentum 

currently prevailing in the equity markets. The valuations 

of equities are not cheap in absolute terms but they 

compare favourably to bonds, and investors have room 

to shift some of their allocation from the more defensive 

assets into equities. Investors will be looking for the 

de-escalation of trade tensions to raise the chances of 

an economic rebound and of earnings’ growth. This is 

particularly true for the US Technology sector which 

has experienced a substantial expansion of its valuation 

multiples whereas corporate profits were virtually 

unchanged.                

DEBT INSTRUMENTS (40%)

Our allocation to fixed-income assets is overweight

Our fixed-income allocation has evolved from being 

underweight at the beginning of 2019 to being 

overweight now. This does not reflect a more bullish 

outlook on the asset class, mainly in reason of rich 

valuations, but it is the result of investments into three 

new funds selected in 2019. Our exposure to debt 

instruments is quite dynamic currently as it includes 

high-yield credit in developed and emerging markets, 

convertible bonds as well as European secured senior 

loans. More defensive positions include investment-

grade corporate and sovereign debt as well as 

unconstrained bond funds which have maintained a 

low exposure to the riskier fixed-income segments. The 

overall duration risk of the fixed-income allocation is low.                 

A positive environment for credit and emerging market 

debt  

Despite historically low yields and relatively tight 

spreads, high-yield and emerging market debt should 

continue to benefit from demand for bonds with 

positive yields and from the loose policies of the major 

central banks. The latest economic, political and trade 

developments favour the riskier segments of the 

fixed-income asset class and we have recently added 

a punchy emerging market corporate debt fund to 

our selection of funds. In view of the ECB’s September 

decision to put its benchmark interest rates even further 

into negative territory, with a - 0.1% cut to - 0.5%, we also 

invested into a fund with low duration and limited credit 

risk. This defensive solution provides an answer for 

investors having to pay negative interest rates on cash.    
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We like Small Caps and Japanese equities

In a period where investors are looking for those market 

segments having underperformed, we feel comfortable with 

our more recent investments into US and European Small 

Caps. US Small Caps have lagged US Large Caps over the 

last years. We also believe that the confirmation of an uptick 

in manufacturing PMIs should be supportive for European 

Small Caps. The “Value” strategy is another asset class 

offering upside potential, in reason of its historically 

wide valuation discount compared to “Growth”, especially 

if bond yields continued to edge higher. Japanese equities 

are attractive in reason of their valuations and because 

Japanese businesses are doing more to create shareholder 

value. Finally, we also consider the equities of emerging 

markets to be attractive in reason of their valuations 

and of their potential to catch up some of their lagging 

performance in 2019.   

COMMODITIES (0%) 

Our allocation to commodities is underweight

We do not hold any direct investments into the commodity 

space.   

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS (7%)

A significant reduction of the allocation to hedge funds 

During the past year, we have redeemed a number of 

hedge funds for various reasons, including sub-par 

performances, a fund’s AUM size and an inappropriate 

structure. This leaves the allocation to hedge funds as 

underweight, which is an unforeseen development. We 

would have expected hedge funds to have played a 

more important role for the portfolios, in an environment 

of widespread negative yields, but they have proven to 

be detrimental to performance. The need for portfolio 

diversification remains paramount, nevertheless, and 

we will be increasing our efforts to find better-suited 

alternative funds.          

Structured products offer diversification benefits    

We remain active in our allocation to attractive structured 

products. Our main focus has been on products offering 

income with a limited level of risk and on solutions 

which can offer some form of protection for the equity 

exposures. 

GOLD (0%) 

Our allocation to gold is underweight      

We have not held an exposure to gold in the majority of 

portfolios for some time now. Gold has evolved in a logical 

manner and appreciated essentially on the back of lower real 

interest rates. We continue to monitor the evolution of 

its price closely as gold remains a portfolio diversifier, mainly 

due to its function as a hedge against economic-policy and 

political risks.
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FFG PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION 

The construction of an investment portfolio and the 

selection of its individual components are the result of a 

well-defined investment process. This process begins with 

the determination of the client’s risk profile, base currency 

and the chosen investment strategy. This framework will 

then lead to the tactical positioning of the portfolio within 

strategic asset allocation ranges for each asset class. 

The choice of the base currency is of particular 

importance as it will affect the way the investment 

strategy is carried out; firstly, through the determination 

of the most appropriate level of hedging of currency 

exposures (if any) and, then, by the selection of the best-

suited underlying investments.     

The determination of the allocation to the different asset 

classes is the main driver of the portfolio’s performance 

and serves as the keystone around which the other 

investment decisions are taken. The role of your 

investment manager at the Forum Finance Group is to 

build portfolios based upon all the relevant information 

and through the selection of investment products from a 

pre-determined approved investment universe.

Each individual investment has a specific role to play and 

the selection of any product is based on both its inherent 

features as well as its complementary properties within 

the portfolio. It is necessary to fully understand each 

investment product in order to be able to predict to a 

large extent its behaviour depending on different market 

scenarios and to better evaluate its purpose in relation to 

the other assets.

Therefore, the performance of any specific investment 

should not be measured against its peer group without 

taking into consideration the remainder of the portfolio. 

Typically, the portfolios’ risk budget will be spread across 

directional assets such as equities, commodities and high-

yielding debt. The portion of the portfolios dedicated to 

the preservation of capital will be invested into assets less 

correlated to market trends, such as funds of hedge funds, 

highly-rated bonds and certain structured products.
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STRUCTURED PRODUCTS 

From our point of view, structured products provide an 

alternative way of investing into traditional asset classes 

such as equities, debt instruments and commodities. The 

different structures of these products vary considerably and 

the selection of a specific structure is not only a function 

of the prevailing market conditions and the outlook for the 

underlying asset, but also a function of the capacity of the 

product to mitigate risk within the portfolio. 

Structured products are classified within the most relevant 

asset classes at any defined moment. This allows us to better 

analyse the overall levels of risk of each asset class than if 

structured products were classified separately. Structured 

products are, by nature, hybrid instruments and the evolution 

of their different components will determine whether it 

becomes necessary to reclassify a particular structured 

product into a different asset class. 

HEDGE FUND MANAGERS 

The Forum Finance Group invests into Funds of Hedge 

Funds and, for the clients that have approved this asset class 

in their mandates, into Single Hedge Funds.

Funds of Hedge Funds offer diversification and low volatility, 

while Single Hedge Funds focus on specialist strategies with 

an emphasis on risk management. We consider Single Hedge 

Funds to be genuine alternatives to the traditional asset 

classes, providing access to outstanding fund managers and 

improving the risk-return profile of portfolios.  

Whereas Funds of Hedge Funds will continue to be 

classified as a separate asset class, the majority of single 

manager hedge funds will be classified within the traditional 

asset classes. Therefore, as an example, the allocation to 

equities will not only include the direct equity positions and 

the investments into equity funds, but may also include 

strategies such as Long/Short equities or Event Driven 

equities.
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ASSET ALLOCATION GRID 2020

For our balanced accounts, we apply the following grid:  

ALLOCATION JANUARY 2020

SHORT-TERM DEPOSITS 0 – 20% 5%

DEBT INSTRUMENTS 15 – 55% 40%

Investment grade bonds 5 – 45% 8%

EM & high-yield bonds 0 – 20% 15%

Specialist bonds 0 – 15% 17%

EQUITIES 20 – 60% 48% 

Developed markets 15 – 50% 41%

Emerging markets 5 – 30% 7%

COMMODITIES 0 – 15% 0%

Physical gold 0 – 5% 0%

Other commodities 0 – 10% 0%

HEDGE FUNDS 0 – 25% 7%

100%
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The Forum Finance Group S.A. (FFG) is authorised by FINMA as asset manager and registered with the SEC as investment 

adviser. Although every care has been taken by The Forum Finance Group S.A. (FFG) to ensure the accuracy of the 

information published, no warranty can be given in respect of the accuracy, reliability, up-to-datedness or completeness 

of this information. FFG disclaims, without limitation, all liability for any loss or damage of any kind, including any direct, 

indirect or consequential damages, which might be incurred through the use of this document. The entire content of 

this document is subject to copyright with all rights reserved. You may not reproduce (in whole or in part), transmit (by 

electronic means or otherwise), modify, or use for any public or commercial purpose this document without the prior 

written permission of FFG. Please go to www.ffgg.com for our full disclaimer.
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